MnDOT Contract No. 1044346

Detail Design Plan Review for Reduced Conflict Intersection Projects

Questions and Answers

**Question 1** In the Scope of Services under Sections 2.2 and 3.1 Contractor’s Deliverables letter C), does the 10 days refer to business or calendar days?

In the Scope of Services under Sections 2.2 and 3.1 Contractor’s Deliverables letter C), does the 10 days refer to business or calendar days?

**Answer: Business days**

**Question 2** The last sentence in Section 2.0 on page 2 states "All deliverables will require a review." Does that include the items completed earlier, i.e. the CATEX, SUE, Building Inspection Reports, Traffic analysis and ICE Studies and ADA Recommendation or is it only referring to the Signature Geometric Layout and Construction Limits Map?

The last sentence in Section 2.0 on page 2 states "All deliverables will require a review." Does that include the items completed earlier, i.e. the CATEX, SUE, Building Inspection Reports, Traffic analysis and ICE Studies and ADA Recommendation or is it only referring to the Signature Geometric Layout and Construction Limits Map?

**Answer: Just the Geometric Layout and Construction limits.**

**Question 3** The contract 1033096 deliverables schedule shows the Construction Limits Map completed on September 21, 2020 however the contractor schedule (for the reviewer) below that shows the review for the Construction Limits Map to be completed by September 21, 2020. Shouldn't there be 20 days after it has been received (10 days for review/comment and 10 days for comment resolution)?

The contract 1033096 deliverables schedule shows the Construction Limits Map completed on September 21, 2020 however the contractor schedule (for the reviewer) below that shows the review for the Construction Limits Map to be completed by September 21, 2020. Shouldn't there be 20 days after it has been received (10 days for review/comment and 10 days for comment resolution)?

**Answer: Yes it should be October 19, 2020**
Question 4  In section 4.0 no delivery date is specified for the Hydraulic/Drainage Design review identified in Section 3.0? What is the desired delivery date?

In section 4.0 no delivery date is specified for the Hydraulic/Drainage Design review identified in Section 3.0? What is the desired delivery date?

Answer: This schedule is heavily reliant on the consultant doing the design work. Dates are a reference only and can be modified at any time by MNDOT and Design Consultant. The timeframe to be most aware of is the 10 business day turnaround for review.
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